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I. INTRODUCTION

When the Non-Fungible Token (NFT) artist Mason Rothschild released a set of “MetaBirkins,” including one that reportedly sold for $42,000 in the metaverse,1 Hermès, the originator of this bag trademarked as “Birkin” in the real world, filed a complaint in the United States Southern District of New York Court.2 The complaint alleged that the NFT creator was a “digital speculator who is seeking to get rich quick by appropriating the brand METABIRKINS” and that “METABIRKINS simply rips off Hermès famous BIRKIN trademark by adding the generic prefix ‘meta’ to the famous trademark BIRKIN.”3 Hermès eventually won its lawsuit when a Manhattan federal jury concluded that the artist’s NFTs had violated Hermès’ trademark rights, awarding the French fashion house $133,000 in damages.4

Digital fashion is being created through NFTs around the world.5 An NFT is a unique digital art asset using blockchain technology.6 The year 2021 saw an explosion of sales for NFT fashion, art, and other

---

collectibles—a market which crashed in 2022. Gucci, Nike, and Balenciaga have all experimented with their own versions of virtual fashion in the metaverse. Fashion is a growing part of the metaverse, and fashion stylists are finding their place. The entertainment, education,


gaming, and distributed ledger technology worlds are following suit.\(^\text{13}\)

Touted to be a future industry worth $10 trillion, the metaverse is envisioned as an immersive version of the internet, complete with three-dimensional virtual environments.\(^\text{14}\) Augmented by virtual reality (VR) headsets and often reliant upon Artificial Intelligence (AI), the metaverse is a digital technology experience that supports entertainment, shopping, education, communication, and work environments in one seamless space.\(^\text{15}\) The metaverse relies on cloud computing, the internet, and network connectivity.\(^\text{16}\) Andrew D. Kasnevich explains:


\(^{16}\) *Metaverse and Cloud Computing: Future of Technology*, TESTPREPTRAINING, https://www.testpreptraining.com/blog/metaverse-
The metaverse is a new way to engage with computers through artificial intelligence (AI), widespread connectivity, augmented reality (AR) and virtual reality (VR). Instead of interacting with a two-dimensional application or website via screen and keyboard, the metaverse adds a figurative “third dimension” for users to explore in an intuitive, realistic manner. The metaverse is also an opportunity for a new digital economy. Users can buy and sell goods, services, and property, and even attend events virtually. Like the Internet before it, the metaverse is expected to lay a foundation for the creation of business, art, and technology.

Yet, for all these tremendous opportunities for creativity, commerce, and entertainment, the metaverse—in its early forms and in its future iterations—is also rife with daunting challenges. Andy Ramos contends:

---


18 MCKINSEY & CO., *VALUE CREATION IN THE METAVERSE: THE REAL BUSINESS OF THE VIRTUAL WORLD 9* (2022), https://aboutblaw.com/4AV [https://perma.cc/VNR2-T9VQ]; Andrea Vittorio, *Metaverse Technology Opens Up a Wider World of Privacy Concerns*, BLOOMBERG LAW (Aug. 30, 2022), https://www.bloomberglaw.com/bloomberglawnews/exp/eyJjdHh0IjoiUFZOVyIsImlkIjoiMDAwMDAxODItYTg2MC1kYjMyLWFkZWltZmE2NzVhOWQwMDA6Iiwic2lnIjoiV1Z6SVNIR083bXJ1VFQ5Z3NzRk1FR0NSamNBPSIi7mRpbWUioIixNjyODgyMjg3liwidXVpZCI6Ii9xQ2hlRmc5VVPyUhyb1BraFYVF9PTY5aktNNEJWJK0ZDV3ZPKzNoM21FclE9PSIi7nYiOiIxIn0=?bwid=00000182-a860-db32-aedeb-fa675a9d0001&cti=L%20SCH&emc=blnw_nl%3A16&et=NEWSLETTER&isAlert=false&item=read-text&qid=7346403&region=digest&source=newsletter&uc=1320016995&udvType=Alert&usertype=External [https://perma.cc/24AD
It is a certainty that NFTs and the metaverse, when it comes into being, will bring many challenges to owners of IP rights. Most of these challenges cannot be anticipated at this stage. Consequently, we must analyze NFTs, the emergent metaverse and any other new digital phenomena against existing regulations, which have been enacted after thorough debate by multiple countries and cultures. These regulations have also been tested in various scenarios and have proven valid for decades. Undoubtedly, some adjustments will be necessary in the coming years to regulate human interaction in digitally-connected worlds, but these must come when we learn the nature of these challenges. In the meantime, IP rights will continue to be as valid as ever for the advancement of science and the arts.  

One of the obvious areas of law that needs to be explored involves Intellectual Property (IP), comprised of copyright, patents, and trademarks. A key challenge in the metaverse is interoperability, which means the existence of a streamlined system so that the end-user experiences a “continuity.” The main legal issue with interoperability arises when a company uses its proprietary “coding system” in the metaverse. Because everything must be

---


shared in order to streamline the “operation,” there may be potential issues of IP infringement. In the metaverse, it is also unclear which country’s laws will reign supreme. Which jurisdiction will provide rights and enforcement of rules to vendors, developers, and consumers in the metaverse? This Article does not explore either of these two challenges.

Instead, this Article focuses on IP piracy and counterfeiting, both long-time problems in the real world and online. These problems will only be exacerbated in the metaverse. The research group Gartner predicts that by 2026, “25% of people will spend at least one hour a day in the metaverse for work, shopping, education, social and/or entertainment.” Moreover, “30% of organizations worldwide will have products, such as apparel, automobiles, artwork, and other goods in the form of NFTs, available in the metaverse.” Piracy is likely to flourish in the metaverse.

---

This Article explores ways in which companies, innovators, artists, and cultural workers can best protect their IP rights in the metaverse. After a short introduction, Part II of this Article details the perennial scourge of IP piracy and counterfeiting and the threats that these illicit activities pose to legitimate commerce, government tax revenues, public safety, and national security. Part III examines the implications that the metaverse poses for businesses going forward with respect to brand management and revenue source protection. Part IV details the manners in which IP rights can be best protected in the metaverse. Part V concludes with a review of the law enforcement challenge that traditional jurisdiction rules face with the metaverse and calls for more regulatory clarity on the part of sovereign States to deal with IP rights in the context of Web 3.0.

II. THE PERENNIAL SCOURGE OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY PIRACY

IP piracy has long been a scourge for U.S. IP rights holders.\(^{28}\) For years, the U.S. government has provided inaccurate estimates.\(^{29}\) U.S. Secretary of Commerce Carlos Gutierrez and other U.S. officials have previously claimed that U.S. businesses lost $250 billion annually.\(^{30}\) This
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estimation was rightly criticized by the U.S. Government Accountability Office (GAO) for its lack of credible evidence and methodology. According to the GAO, it is impossible to accurately measure counterfeiting and piracy: “There is no single methodology to collect and analyze data that can be applied across industries to estimate the effect of counterfeiting and piracy on the U.S. economy or industry sectors.” Subsequent U.S. government reports lacked specific overall estimates of damages. One GAO report states that:

The U.S. economy as a whole may grow more slowly because of reduced innovation and loss of trade revenue. To the extent that counterfeiting and piracy reduce investments in research and development, companies may hire fewer workers and may contribute less to U.S. economic growth, overall. Furthermore, as GAO reported in June 2012, private sector organizations have experienced data loss or theft, economic loss, computer intrusions, and privacy breaches. For example, in February 2011, media reports stated that computer hackers had broken into and stolen proprietary information worth millions of dollars from the networks of six U.S. and European energy companies.

Notwithstanding, hacking and malware attacks are on the rise. In the European Union (EU) too IP violations

31 U.S. GOV’T ACCOUNTABILITY OFF., supra note 29 (noting the estimation that piracy costs the U.S. $200 to $250 billion and 750,000 jobs annually came from a press release made by the Federal Bureau of Investigation).
32 Id. at 19.
34 Id. at 1.
35 2021 Trends Show Increased Globalized Threat of Ransomware, CYBERSEC. & INFRASTRUCTURE SEC. AGENCY. (Feb. 9,
are a major problem. “As regards counterfeiting and piracy, the Commission sees a clear need to step up efforts. In 2016, imports of counterfeit and pirated goods into the EU amounted to as much as EUR 121 billion, which represents up to 6.8% of EU imports (against 5% of EU imports in 2013).”

The European Commission admitted that “counterfeiting and piracy are still thriving, including by taking advantage of digital technologies.” Indeed, the economies of the Member States of the European Union rely on IP rights to provide revenues.

The paucity of accurate statistics is one of the major impediments to the formulation of a cohesive international strategy to combat piracy and counterfeiting. In short, we just do not know the extent of the piracy and counterfeiting problem. Thus, law enforcement officials, policy makers, and analysts alike must rely on specific estimates, often supplied by industry associations.

Industry associations


[37] Making the Most, supra note 36, at 3.

[38] Committee on Legal Affairs Report On an Intellectual Property Action Plan to Support the EU’s Recovery And Resilience, A9-0284/2021 (Oct. 14, 2021) (“Commission in pursuing the aims of its IP action plan of November 2020, as strong, balanced and robust IPR protection at the national, European and international level which allows return on investment is particularly important for the economic and social recovery . . . .”).

report that piracy, counterfeiting, and violations of US rightsholders rights continue unabated.\(^{40}\) The Motion Picture Association (MPA, formerly the Motion Picture Association of America or MPAA),\(^ {41}\) Recording Industry Association of America (RIAA)\(^ {42}\) and its global network the International Federation of the Phonographic Industry (IFPI), the Business Software Alliance (BSA),\(^ {43}\) the Entertainment Software Association (ESA), and others experienced increases of piracy and counterfeiting during the COVID-19 pandemic.\(^ {44}\) Moreover, “there is a general

---

\(^{40}\) See infra notes 41–44; Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), STOPFAKES.GOV (July 22, 2016), https://www.stopfakes.gov/article?id=Federal-Bureau-of-Investigation-FBI [https://perma.cc/NN24-65CP] (“The Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) investigates criminal counterfeiting, piracy, and other federal crimes. You can report suspicions concerning the manufacture or sale of counterfeit or pirated goods to the FBI by contacting your local FBI Office, or calling (202) 324-3000 and asking to speak with the Duty Complaint Agent. If you suspect products for sale on the Internet are counterfeit or pirated, you can report your suspicions to the FBI Internet Fraud Complaint Center.”).


consensus among economists who study piracy that it negatively impacts sales . . . across the music, television, and film industries.”

It is important to address the scourge of widespread IP violations. The motion picture and sound recording industries are very important to the economy of the United States.

In 2020, the private sector supported 2.2 million jobs, paid out $192 billion in total wages, and was comprised of more than 110,000 businesses. The industry made over $27 billion in payments to more than 359,000 local businesses across the United States in 2022 and

us-lockdown.html [https://perma.cc/6ZCT-ATW3]; ARIANNA MARTINELLI ET AL., PIRACY IN TIMES OF COVID 2 (2022), http://www.serci.org/congress_documents/2022/Joost%20Poort.pdf [https://perma.cc/EU7Q-CU65] (“MUSO data suggests that film piracy increased by 41% in the USA, 43% in the UK, 50% in Spain, 62% in India and an astonishing 66% in Italy during the last week of March 2021, compared with the last week of February 2020—just before many countries or regions experience[d] a lockdown to combat the pandemic.”).


46 Motion Picture Film, Exposed and Developed, OBSERVATORY OF ECON. COMPLEXITY, https://oec.world/en/profile/bilateral-product/motion-picture-film-exposed-and-developed/reporter/usa?redirect=true [https://perma.cc/8J2P-GFHH] (last visited Dec 16, 2022) (“In 2020, United States exported $1.23M in Motion-picture film, exposed and developed, making it the 3rd largest exporter of Motion-picture film, exposed and developed in the world. At the same year, Motion-picture film, exposed and developed was the 1173rd most exported product in United States. In 2020, United States imported $1.91M in Motion-picture film, exposed and developed, becoming the 1st largest importer of Motion-picture film, exposed and developed in the world.”).
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generated $31 billion in public revenue from sales tax on goods, state income, and federal income taxes. Thus, piracy and widespread IP violations can not only be harmful to the national economy, but also to local economies and small businesses.

In 2021, when theaters re-opened following the COVID-19 pandemic lockdowns, “the global box office market was $21.3 billion.” This was an 81 percent increase compared to 2020, showing a significant increase in the United States, Canada, and international moviegoers. It is no surprise then that the motion picture and sound recording industry provided the second highest growth of employment in 2022 to 2023 in California. The motion picture industry is a major source of new income by virtue of the royalties that are earned by locally produced films and television shows. As of 2016, the film sector of Los Angeles County employed 164,100 people and grew by 49,500 jobs from 2011 to 2016, faster than the average national growth rate for the film industry.

---

48 Id.
50 Id.
Technology has been a double-edged sword for the music recording industry. The digitization of music brought not only piracy but also large reductions in the costs associated with producing, distributing, and promoting music.\(^{54}\) Piracy is a major threat to the industry’s future.\(^{55}\) The RIAA reported that the U.S. economy loses $12.5 billion in total output annually as a consequence of music theft.\(^{56}\) Additionally, sound recording piracy leads to the loss of 71,060 jobs from the U.S. economy.\(^{57}\) The RIAA also reported that music theft leads to the loss of $2.7 billion in earnings annually in both the sound recording industry and in downstream retail industries.\(^{58}\) These losses, however, are not just suffered by musical artists, producers, and media companies. Federal, state, and local governments in the United States lose a minimum of $422 million in tax revenues annually due to piracy.\(^{59}\) Of that $422 million, it is estimated that $291

\(^{54}\) Danaher et al., \textit{supra} note 45; see id.  
\(^{56}\) Siwek, \textit{supra} note 55.  
\(^{57}\) \textit{Id.}  
\(^{58}\) \textit{Id.}  
\(^{59}\) \textit{Id.}
million is lost in personal income taxes while $131 million is lost in corporate income and production taxes.  

Like the other digitally available mediums, it is difficult to accurately quantify the financial loss due to piracy in the movie industry. The Institute for Policy Innovation (IPI) discovered that:

[F]ilm piracy was costing the U.S. economy $20.5 billion annually. That IPI study and a subsequent one in turn built on a study founded by the studio’s trade association, the Motion Picture Association of America, and conducted by L.E.K. Consulting, which was based on over 200,000 surveys of consumers conducted in 22 countries, L.E.K. found that piracy was costing studios $6.1 billion a year. 

One major challenge of the L.E.K. study was actually getting the data—finding the pirates and calculating the figures.

The U.S. Chamber of Commerce Global Innovation Policy Center (GIPC), in partnership with NERA Economic Consulting, published a study that shows that in 2017, the U.S. movie and television production industry accounted for approximately $229 billion in domestic revenues and 2.6 million jobs. In recent years, video streaming has grown in popularity with more than 500 licensed online video portals worldwide. 

——

60 Id.
62 SIWEK, supra note 55.
64 Id.
for streaming services than traditional cable.\textsuperscript{65} This shift has given rise to a new source of online piracy. Now, over 80 percent of stolen and shared content is viewed on streaming sites.\textsuperscript{66} Overall, the study finds that approximately 26.6 billion viewings of US-produced movies and 126.7 billion viewings of US-produced TV episodes are digitally pirated each year.\textsuperscript{67}

Like the film and recording industries, the software industry is also blighted by IP piracy. Unlicensed software poses a major challenge to legitimate companies and the government revenues that emanate from their profits. “According to a study by BSA, the commercial value of unlicensed software globally was at least $46 billion in 2018.”\textsuperscript{68}

The internet is by far the vehicle by which the illegal software is transferred. Google’s Transparency Report shows that Digital Millennium Copyright Act (DMCA)\textsuperscript{69} takedown notices have increased dramatically over the last several years, from a few dozen requests for the entirety of 2008 to the nearly nineteen million requests per week as of 2015.\textsuperscript{70} This equates to nearly 100,000 requests per hour to remove infringing data from its

\textsuperscript{65} BLACKBURN ET AL., supra note 63, at 1.
\textsuperscript{66} Id.
\textsuperscript{67} Id. at ii.
\textsuperscript{70} Ernesto Van der Sar, Google Asked to Remove 100,000 ‘Pirate Links’ Every Hour, TORRENT FREAK (Mar. 6, 2016), https://torrentfreak.com/google-asked-to-remove-100000-pirate-links-every-hour-160306/ [https://perma.cc/U6RV-Y8X3].
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In 2022, Google “hit a new milestone after receiving DMCA notices for more than four million unique domain names.” The BSA concluded in a 2010 study “that reducing the piracy rate for PC software by 10 percentage points in four years would create $142 billion in new economic activity—more than 80 percent accruing to local industries—while adding nearly 500,000 new high-tech jobs and generating roughly $32 billion in new tax revenues.”

The video game industry is also prey to pirating. According to the ESA, the trade association for the largest game producers, the “[o]verall” total consumer spending on video games in the U.S. totaled $60.4 billion in 2021, an 8 percent increase over 2020.” The ESA’s sales figures include content, hardware, and accessories. But modern technology has presented tremendous challenges:

71 Id.
72 Ernesto Van der Sar, Google Received DMCA Takedown Notices For 4 Million Unique Domains, TORRENT FREAK (Sept. 4, 2022), https://torrentfreak.com/google-received-dmca-takedown-notices-for-4-million-unique-domains-220904/ [https://perma.cc/47SQ-8GEK].


The digitization of media goods weakened the effective strength of copyright policy by allowing widespread sharing of media files over the Internet, forcing governments to consider how to reform copyright policy to reflect the digital era and forcing firms to consider new strategies in order to compete with online piracy.\textsuperscript{76}

One way to quantify the cost of piracy to data-based industries is by comparing revenues with the number of users of illicit peer-to-peer and cyberlocker sites like Megaupload.\textsuperscript{77} When sites like Megaupload are shut down, legitimate sales go up; however, this method, has been criticized as an inaccurate measure of the scope of the problem.\textsuperscript{78} Like the music industry, “although DVD/VHS sales were increasing from 2000 to 2003, after the introduction and widespread adoption of BitTorrent filesharing protocol, these sales dropped by 27% from 2004 to 2008.”\textsuperscript{79} It is no surprise then that “[m]any have called for a reform of existing copyright policy to address issues particular to digitization, and governments have tried a variety of [demand side and supply side antipiracy] policies to mitigate the impact that piracy has had on sales.”\textsuperscript{80}

Big pharma is also willing to fill in the gaps for data at the national and international levels. The World Health Organization (WHO) has estimated that 10% of global pharmaceutical commerce, or $21 billion worth, involves counterfeit drugs.\textsuperscript{81} Online pharmacies have also given

\textsuperscript{76} Danaher et al., supra note 45, at 1.
\textsuperscript{77} SIWEK, supra note 55, at 5.
\textsuperscript{78} Danaher et al., supra note 45, at 7 (citing Brett Danaher & Michael D. Smith, Gone in 60 Seconds: The Impact of the Megaupload Shutdown on Movie Sales, INT’L J. INDUS. ORG., Mar. 2014, at 1, 1–8).
\textsuperscript{79} Id. at 2.
\textsuperscript{80} Id. at 3.
\textsuperscript{81} Albert I. Wertheimer et al., Counterfeit Pharmaceuticals: Current Status and Future Projections, 43 J. AM. PHARM. ASS’N 710, 711 (2003) (citing WORLD HEALTH ORG., COUNTERFEIT DRUGS:
fake drug manufacturers access to consumers in Canada, Western Europe, and other developed countries that otherwise have tightly regulated healthcare systems. In May 2021, an INTERPOL operation involving law enforcement and health authorities from 92 countries shut down thousands of online pharmacies selling unauthorized or fake drugs. They also seized more than 9 million illicit medications and medical devices, including 3 million fake drugs in the U.K. and 500,000 unauthorized surgical masks in Italy. The counterfeit medicines ranged from sleeping pills and pain medication to antibiotics and antimalarials and even cancer treatments. In 2016, international trade in counterfeit pharmaceuticals reached $4.4 billion, which does not include a very large volume of domestically produced and consumed illicit pharmaceuticals. Over the period between 2014–2016, seized counterfeits included medicaments for serious diseases, including malaria, HIV/AIDS and cancer. They also included antibiotics, lifestyle treatments, pain killers, diabetes treatments and central nervous system medicines.

Counterfeit medical products are especially dangerous to public health because they are ineffective to

GUIDELINES FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF MEASURES TO COMBAT COUNTERFEIT DRUGS (1999)).

82 Id. at 712.
84 Id.
85 Id.
87 Id.
88 Id.
cure or combat the medical ailment for which the medicine is used, or worse, further harm the patient when the product contains contaminants or toxic components.\textsuperscript{89} Public safety is threatened by counterfeit foods and other consumables. Moreover, the true trademark holder incurs harm as well. Challenges include confusion by customers as to the provenance of goods offered by the mark holder, damage to the mark holder’s reputation, physical harm to the consumer because of harmful agents or unregulated production, and lost profits from sales diversion.\textsuperscript{90}

Digital piracy is estimated by the Global Innovation Policy Center of the U.S. Chamber of Commerce to cost the U.S. economy some $30 billion annually.\textsuperscript{91} It is estimated to cost some 70,000 jobs each year.\textsuperscript{92} According to its Annual Intellectual Property Report to Congress in April 2022, the U.S. Office of the Intellectual Property Enforcement Coordinator (IPEC) claims that the White House coordinates the work of the U.S. Departments of Agriculture, Commerce, Defense, Health and Human Services, Homeland Security, State, and Treasury, the Office of the U.S. Trade Representative, and the U.S. Copyright Office to enforce the IP rights of U.S. businesses and innovators.\textsuperscript{93}

\begin{itemize}
\item\textsuperscript{89} \textit{Substandard and falsified medical products}, WORLD HEALTH ORG. (Jan. 31, 2018), http://www.who.int/entity/mediacentre/factsheets/fs275/en/ [https://perma.cc/NA6H-VQ3C].
\item\textsuperscript{93} INTELL. PROP. ENF’T COORDINATOR, ANNUAL INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY REPORT TO CONGRESS 2 (2022),
\end{itemize}
According to the U.S. Trade Representative, “[o]nline piracy and counterfeiting continue to grow, requiring robust, sustained, and coordinated responses by governments, private sector stakeholders, and consumers.” In particular, Congress expressed its concern that:

[T]he absence of adequate and effective protection of United States intellectual property rights, and the denial of fair and equitable market access, seriously impede the ability of the United States persons that rely on protection of intellectual property rights to export and operate overseas, thereby harming the economic interests of the United States.

IP violations chill research and development investments. Counterfeiting and piracy kill off economic growth and reduce government revenues, such as income tax, sales tax, and payroll tax. While IP piracy poses dangers to public security, it has also been a lucrative industry for criminal organizations. Finally, there is also


97 Mobilizing global action against intellectual property crime, INTERPOL (Oct. 12, 2021), https://www.interpol.int/News-and-
a connection between IP piracy and terrorism financing.98 There are plenty of reasons to stem IP piracy and counterfeiting and to enforce IP laws at home and abroad.

III. HOW BRANDS ARE ABUSED IN THE METAVERSE

IP rights holders who create content, as individuals, a group of individuals, or a corporation, have the right to do whatever they want with that content. This includes the ability to monetize content—in the real world, online, or in the metaverse. Clearly, if another individual or a corporation monetizes that content without the expressed written permission of the content owner, it is a violation of IP law that brings potential financial penalties. The Digital Millennium Copyright Act (DMCA) was passed by the United States in 1998 and became a vitally necessary

Events/News/2021/Mobilizing-global-action-against-intellectual-property-crime [https://perma.cc/GXM4-5ZAK]; see also Interpol Washington, Strengthening the global response to intellectual property crime, U.S. DEPT. OF JUST. (Aug. 29, 2017), https://www.justice.gov/interpol-washington/pr/strengthening-global-response-intellectual-property-crime [https://perma.cc/P6YD-PXMG]; UNITED NATIONS OFF. ON DRUGS AND CRIME, supra note 96, at 2 (“As a global, multibillion dollar crime, organized criminal groups have not hesitated to cash in on the trade in counterfeit goods...[s]ome estimates put the counterfeit business at well in excess of $250 billion a year and hundreds of billions more...”).
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update to copyright law. Copyright has become an essential tool to protect Intellectual Property in a digital environment.

Matthew Ball discusses “the ‘interoperation’ of competing intellectual properties, which is a philosophical, not technical, problem (cross-platform gaming reminds us this is the harder of the two challenges).” Retailers are now thinking through how to best navigate this space.

There is a paradigm shift that comes with interoperability across platforms:

Brand owners must embrace something they almost never allow: unlimited-term licenses (in-game outfits are kept by players forever), overlapping marketing windows (some brand events are mere days apart or overlap entirely), and little to no editorial control. In sum, this means it’s now possible to dress as Neymar while wearing a Baby Yoda or Air Jordan backpack, holding Aquaman’s trident, and exploring a virtual Stark Industries. And the owners of these franchises want this to happen.

There are a number of other examples of brands’ IP rights being violated in the metaverse, including reports that “StockX, an online sneaker reseller, has been selling NFT receipts of highly desirable, limited-edition Nikes that...
include an image of the sneaker in question.” This year alone,

[P]rominent brand owners, including Nike, Ralph Lauren, Converse, and Wal-Mart, have filed trademarks for a range of virtual goods and services . . . [c]ompanies like Prada and Gucci reportedly are challenging applications filed by unaffiliated individuals attempting to register PRADA and GUCCI marks in classes for metaverse-related categories, including downloadable virtual goods, virtual worlds, and virtual clothing used in virtual spaces.

Clearly, the number of IP violations in the metaverse is going to grow. Fashion and consumer goods companies are taking actions to address these violations and to prevent new ones as innovators, brands and pirates alike navigate this new space: the metaverse.

IV. HOW TO PREVENT PIRACY IN THE METAVERSE

Rightsholders can indeed protect their Intellectual Property rights in the metaverse in much the same way that would outside the metaverse, in the physical, real world. IP rights in the metaverse can be protected through the registration of copyrights, trademarks, and patents with government agencies in which the innovation is created and those in which the inventor plans to operate. In the


106 See Ramos, supra note 19.
United States, copyrights can be registered with the U.S. Copyright Office. Trademarks can be registered with and patents can be obtained through the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office. Registered trademarks and issued patents will then allow for legal protection of the respective IP rights against the infringing party.

Under United States copyright law, there is protection for “original works of authorship fixed in any tangible medium of expression.” There are many innovations in the metaverse that are copyrightable including software, pictorial and graphical works, sound recordings, and even some text. Like in the physical world, copyrighting the content that creators make is critical. Moreover, the contract clauses to place particularly sensitive or proprietary materials in the metaverse should be reviewed carefully. There should be clear lines about the ownership of content that is posted in virtual worlds as in the real world. Of course, fair use of IP rights and the freedom of expression should be considered

110 See id.; see also Thomas W. Brooke, Intellectual Property Protection in the Metaverse, HOLLAND & KNIGHT (Mar. 9, 2022), https://www.hklaw.com/en/insights/publications/2022/03/intellectual-property-protection-in-the-metaverse#:~:text=Protectable%20IP%20assets%20in%20the,patent%20protection%20for%20unique%20configurations [https://perma.cc/HT5P-BPPP] (“Protectable IP assets in the metaverse vary from copyrighted content to all manner of trademarks, including logos, brands, slogans and trade dress in the form of packaging and design, and possibly even design patent protection for unique configurations.”).
in the metaverse as in the real world, or even more so, but that topic goes beyond the scope of this Article.

There are a number of ways to protect IP rights in the metaverse. The metaverse can utilize Digital Rights Management (DRM) to ensure its “[d]igital assets have metadata that enables their copyright and licensing information to be captured and monitored. This is critical to tracking licensing details of stock audio files, photos, and videos to prevent unauthorized usage.” Through coding, content copying can be prohibited, or at the very least, coders can limit the number of devices from which a product can be accessed. “DRM is crucial for helping organizations comply with data protection regulations.” In healthcare, health management and other organizations just meet the requirements of the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA). There is also compliance under the California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA) and the rules around the European Union’s General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) for good measure. The metaverse is going to test these legal regimes and issues of jurisdiction and sanction will grow.
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114 Id.
117 Regulation 2016/679, of the European Parliament and of the Council of 27 April 2016 on the Protection of Natural Persons with
IP rights in the metaverse can also be protected through the use of technological measures, like encryption and Digital Rights Management. These measures help control access to and prevent unauthorized use of IP. A video game developer could use DRM to prevent the players of the game from copying and/or sharing the game without the permission of the developer. Rightsholders can also deploy Artificial Intelligence technology to identify violations and theft of digital IP.

Regard to the Processing of Personal Data and on the Free Movement of Such Data and Repealing Directive 95/46/EC, 2016 O.J. (L 119) 1.


120 See Chris Capelle, Protecting Intellectual Property: Technology Is Key, CAPLINKED (July 20, 2020), https://www.caplinked.com/blog/how-to-protect-intellectual-property-with-technology/#:~:text=Protection%20through%20Encryption,decryption%20key)%20to%20access%20it [https://perma.cc/MR8E-DVZ] (“Data encryption plays an important role in protecting your company’s IP. In short, data encryption is a process that translates your data into another form, rendering it unreadable to those who don’t have the password (or decryption key) to access it.”).

121 Parker, supra note 119 (“SecuROM prevents the game from being copied illegally via the use of duplication devices.”).

Such a combination of legal and technological measures is required to protect IP rights in the metaverse. By registering the appropriate IP and utilizing technological measures that control access, innovators and creators can work to ensure that their rights are respected in the virtual world as they are in the physical one. Rightsholders could also employ or contract staff to identify violations and enforce IP law in the metaverse.

The metaverse merges many disruptive technologies including VR, AR, AI, NFTs, cryptocurrencies, decentralized ledgers such as blockchain with smart contracts, and the myriad of evolving innovations that will flourish therefrom. But these advances come with various challenges for IP holders. Policing IP infringements on the metaverse may be difficult and certainly increases costs.

While the incorporation of special copyright filters in the metaverse software may be helpful, copyright disputes in the metaverse will pose special challenges. The most recent landmark event for both music and NFTs is *Roc-A-Fella Records, Inc. v. Damon Dash.* In this case, the “music recording company Roc-A-Fella Records sued its co-founder Dam[on] Dash who registered and tried to sell as NFT the copyright on Jay-Z’s debut album...
'Reasonable Doubt.'”\textsuperscript{126} Although the case was settled between the parties, it may be only the beginning of what is to come.\textsuperscript{127} As AlDhaheri and D’Agostino note:

In this world, most functions, assets, and even human experiences (the “metaverse”) will be available in surrogate digital form. The ease by which these assets and proxies will move across sovereign boundaries will also speed up, redefining the basic notion of property rights at the individual, corporate, and nation-state levels. While any one of these trends may be stopped individually, or significantly hindered through legislative or legal action, it is unlikely that any nation-state or group of nation-states can or will be able to ban the new footprint of digital technology in the human experience.\textsuperscript{[A]} A clear methodology for, and organization of, IP transfer must be put in place. Local factors must be taken into account and—again, an unfashionable view—a planned rather than a market-based approach is necessary for the initial proliferation of relevant technologies and knowhow. This implies the need for a regional leader, one able to extend the benefits of IP without provoking on-the-ground backlash.\textsuperscript{128}

Regulating the augmented reality (AR) space is going to be very difficult. In \textit{Candy Lab Inc v. Milwaukee County et al.}, thousands of players in Milwaukee flocked outside to play a mobile AR game, and in the process caused damage to the area.\textsuperscript{129} As a preventive measure, the Milwaukee County passed an ordinance requiring AR developers to take permits if the games include park

\textsuperscript{126} Id.
\textsuperscript{127} See id.
\textsuperscript{129} Candy Lab Inc. v. Milwaukee Cnty., 266 F. Supp. 3d 1139, 1141 (E.D. Wis. 2017).
locations. In response, the plaintiff, the developer of an AR-based game, sued the County for violation of its right to freedom of speech. The district court judge ruled in favor of the company, and the county agreed to a permanent injunction against enforcement of the original ordinance.

There is a natural tendency for legislatures or courts to intervene to try to solve perceived problems with new technologies. However, the best way to nurture a new technology can sometimes be for the law to leave it alone. “[A] series of (largely accidental) decisions in the early history of the Internet created [regulatory uncertainty] in which companies [have innovated] with [little or no] government regulation.” This may also be the case with VR and AR, as lawmakers struggle to keep up with the disruption. The lack of regulation is a comparative advantage when there is lax enforcement, little or no regulatory guidance, and an economic benefit to being compliance-free.

V. LAW ENFORCEMENT CHALLENGES IN THE METAVERSE

There are endless opportunities to be leveraged in the coming metaverse. But as the metaverse blends the

---
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132 Id. at 1154.
134 Id.
virtual world and the real world, it raises many new IP challenges. As a result, there are many issues concerning jurisdiction and the role that national laws will play in the metaverse.\textsuperscript{136} Issues around the enforceability of wrap contracts will persist.\textsuperscript{137} This is clearly an area that needs much work, and it should be done ahead of time—long before this new virtual world is built.\textsuperscript{138} The geopolitical stakes are high too.\textsuperscript{139} The concerns over IP are particularly acute when it comes to Chinese versions of


\textsuperscript{137}See generally NANCY S. KIM, WRAP CONTRACTS: FOUNDATIONS AND RAMIFICATIONS (2013). Courts have recently evaluated what is commonly referred to as a “sign-in wrap” agreement, and in each case the court held that the manner in which the applicable terms were presented to the user or the manner in which the user assented to them was not sufficient to form an enforceable contract. See Berman v. Freedom Financial Network, L.L.C., 30 F.4th 849, 856 (9th Cir. 2022); Doe v. Roblox Corp., 602 F. Supp. 3d 1243, 1255 (N.D. Cal. 2022); Sellers v. JustAnswer L.L.C., 289 Cal. Rptr. 3d 1, 22 (Cal. Ct. App. 2021); Sarchi v. Uber Technologies, Inc., 268 A.3d 258, 269 (Me. 2022); Kauders v. Uber Technologies, Inc., 159 N.E.3d 1033, 1050 (Mass. 2021).


\textsuperscript{139}DIR. OF NAT’L INTEL., NATIONAL INTELLIGENCE STRATEGY 4 (2019), https://www.dni.gov/files/ODNI/documents/National_Intelligence_Strategy_2019.pdf?utm_source=Press%20Release&utm_medium=Email&utm_campaign=NIS_2019 [https://perma.cc/QLU8-UGYX] (“In addition to these familiar threats, our adversaries are increasingly leveraging rapid advances in technology to pose new and evolving threats—particularly in the realm of space, cyberspace, computing, and other emerging, disruptive technologies. Technological advances will enable a wider range of actors to acquire sophisticated capabilities that were previously available only to well-resourced states.”).
these new platforms and the participation of the People’s Republic of China (PRC’s) government and state-owned enterprises in the metaverse. IP rights in China have long been a challenge. In the last decade however, IP rights matter in China because IP rights are the source of much revenue in new technology-centric industries that the PRC and its companies will dominate.

140 Notice of the “14th Five-Year Plan” Digital Economy Development Plan, STATE COUNCIL, PEOPLE’S REPUBLIC OF CHINA (Dec. 12, 2021), http://www.gov.cn/zhengce/content/2022-01/12/content_5667817.htm [https://perma.cc/5LKH-R557]. The PRC released the report of the “Five Year Plan” that stated “[t]he digital economy is the main economic form after the agricultural economy and the industrial economy.” Id. The plan is to “[s]trengthen the popularity and application of ultra-high-definition TV, and develop new formats such as interactive video, immersive video, and cloud games. Innovate and develop “cloud life” services, deepen the integration of artificial intelligence, virtual reality, 8K high-definition video and other technologies, expand applications in social networking, shopping, entertainment, exhibitions and other fields, and promote the upgrading of the quality of life consumption. Encourage the construction of smart communities and smart service life circles, promote the integration of public service resources, and improve the level of professional and market-oriented services. Support physical consumption places to build new digital consumption scenario app, as smart navigation, intelligent diversion, virtual and real interactive experience, contactless services, etc., to enhance the consumption experience of scenarios. Cultivate a number of new consumption demonstration cities and leading enterprises, build a digital product service display exchange and skill training center, and cultivate the digital consumption awareness and habits of the whole people.”). Id.; see also Nie Huihua, Why China’s Buying Into the ‘Metaverse’ Hype, SIXTH TONE (Jan. 26, 2022), https://www.sixthtone.com/news/1009494 [https://perma.cc/FE95-KXEV] (“Shortly after the metaverse concept started making waves around the world last October, Shanghai authorities released a ‘14th Five-Year Plan for the Development of the Electronic Information Industry,’ which named the metaverse a development focus. This was the first time that a local Chinese government included the metaverse in a Five-Year Plan.”).

141 Cooper, supra note 28, at 74.

142 Id. at 71.
But as the economic decoupling of the United States and China persists, there is much uncertainty in the physical world and in the coming virtual one. It is up to brand owners to monitor the metaverse for new opportunities to utilize, leverage, and enforce their respective IP rights, but there are attendant risks too. Luckily, content creators with a presence on the internet have experience in building business plans and revenue models. It seems like everybody is readying for the metaverse:

Prior to Roblox’s IPO filings in October 2020, the “Metaverse” had appeared only five times in US Security and Exchange Commission filings. In 2021, the term was mentioned more than 260 times. That same year, Bloomberg, a software company that provides financial data and information to investors, catalogued more than a thousand stories contain the word Metaverse. The prior decade had only seven.

The metaverse is a recent phenomenon about which, like blockchain technology, many corporations make mention of it, but have no real plans on how to integrate the
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144 BALL, supra note 101, at xii.
metaverse into their respective businesses. Matthew Ball notes:

Throughout the remainder of 2021, the term “Metaverse” almost became a punchline as every company and its executives seemed to trip over themselves to mention it as something that would make their company more profitable, their customers happier, and their competitors less threatening.

But the stakes with respect to IP rights are so high, they had better do more than pay lip service to Web 3.0. A clear strategy at a supranational level is necessary. Trade industries have banded together to create a self-regulating organization. Without government regulation, it is in
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147 BALL, supra note 101, at xii.

148 L.B. Rosenberg, The Growing Need for Metaverse Regulation, in INTELLIGENT SYS. & APPLICATIONS 540, 540 (Kohei Arai ed., 2022) (“Recently branded “the metaverse” by Meta and other platform providers, many major corporations have expressed plans for deploying consumer products within the next three to five years. With the prospect that the metaverse platforms gain broad adoption over the next decade, it’s important to consider the risks and plan for meaningful regulation as necessary.”).

their interest to do so. IP rights, and the revenue that is derived therefrom, provide an incentive for innovations that enhance and improve our lives. When artists, inventors, or scientists have assurances that their works will be protected and rewarded thanks to IP rights, they are more inclined or able to produce. With strong copyright laws, musicians are more likely to record new albums. Patent protections enable pharmaceutical companies to take on the costs and challenges of putting lifesaving new drugs on the market. Without opportunities for ownership or profit, the

150 Rod Falvey & Neil Foster, The Role of Intellectual Property Rights in Technology Transfer and Economic Growth: Theory and Evidence, at vii (2006), https://www.unido.org/sites/default/files/2009-04/Role_of_intellectual_property_rights_in_technology_transfer_and_economic_growth_0.pdf (Developed countries, with many potential innovators, have tended to opt for relatively strong IPR systems, with the aim of encouraging inventive and creative activities that are seen as an important source of long-run economic growth. With R&D spending concentrated in a handful of the world’s richest countries, genuinely innovative activities are limited in most developed and developing countries. The majority of countries in the world have taken a different approach, providing only weak IPR protection, if any, as a way of allowing the rapid diffusion of knowledge through imitation as a significant source of technological development.”).

151 2022 International IP Index, U.S. Chamber of Com. (Feb. 23, 2022), https://www.uschamber.com/intellectual-property/2022-international-ip-index (“While uncertainty around the pandemic persisted, intellectual property (IP) drove the development of innovative vaccines, therapeutics, and technologies that kept us safe, connected, and productive throughout the pandemic. IP-driven innovation and creativity allowed the global community not only to survive—but to thrive—as we charted a course to the new normal.”).
incentive to innovate falls. There is so much more growth in knowledge-based industries, and IP protections will be a critical challenge for countries, industries, and technology companies alike because so many revenue streams will be attached to content creation data.

It may be that current IP rules are robust enough to enforce in the real world and in the metaverse and all its component technologies, including Non-Fungible Tokens. Andy Ramos explains:

The immediate conclusion, however, is that there are a good number of precedents to rely on when debating the necessity for specific uses of IP rights in NFTs or the metaverse. As said, nothing comes from nothing and, in fact, historically, the development of new regulation has been based on the application of the principle of learning from previous experiences. Another takeaway is that the metaverse and NFTs are not, at least from a legal standpoint, as disruptive as some believe; at the end of the day, virtual worlds and digital objects have already existed for two decades.

So current rules could do it. But at least in the popular media, the metaverse is increasingly looking like the Wild West with chicanery, wonder, and profit all baked into the space.
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152 Falvey & Foster, supra note 150, at iii. A 2009 study commissioned by the United Nations International Development Organization provided “new evidence linking protection of IPRs to economic growth, innovation and technology diffusion.” Id.
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VI. CONCLUSION

Because the IP rights are often the asset of greatest value in a technology company, getting the right balance between a regulatory sandbox and lawlessness will be essential for countries building strong ecosystems for technology development to ensure the fulfilment of their respective national industrial policies.159

alleged assault was reported to Facebook in Fall 2021. Id. “Chanelle Siggens . . . maneuvered her avatar into a virtual lobby in the immersive digital world and waited for the action to begin. But as she waited, another player’s avatar approached hers. The stranger then simulated groping and ejaculating onto her avatar . . . .” Id.


157 Emelia David, Venture capital considers the metaverse, VENTURE CAPITAL J. (Dec. 13, 2021), https://www.venturecapitaljournal.com/venture-capital-considers-the-metaverse/ [https://perma.cc/5MGT-7894] (“Venture capital firms, long working with technologies generally related to the metaverse, are figuring out how to take the advantage of the interest and how world-changing it would be.”).


None is more advanced than the strategy pursued by the authorities in the People’s Republic of China. They continue to push, and invest in, strategic digital technologies:

Since the 18th National Congress of the Communist Party of China, the Party Central Committee with Comrade Xi Jinping as the core has attached great importance to the development and application of modern information technology, and has called for the construction of a cyber power and digital China, and the use of artificial intelligence, the Internet, big data and other modern information technology to improve governance capabilities and governance level of modernization. Supervision, as an inherent element of governance, plays an important role in managing the party and governing the country. Relying on blockchain + big data + artificial intelligence technology, the discipline inspection and supervision agencies conduct dynamic monitoring of administrative approval, financial fund management and use, public resource transactions and even massive public power exercise information.\textsuperscript{161}

The metaverse in particular is of interest to local authorities in China, not just the national government:

Since the beginning of this year, more than 20 cities in China have successively released Metaverse Action Plans . . . . Luo Jun, executive chairman of the Metaverse Special Committee of the China Computer Industry Association, said in an interview with a reporter from China News Agency recently that the development of the Metaverse industry should not be rushed for success. The cultivation and growth of emerging industries will take a long time. He believes that cultivating the ecological construction of the metaverse should be the core element at present, “you must first build a small oasis in the desert before you can talk about growing into a forest.”162

Only time will tell if the challenges of IP piracy will force Chinese authorities to better police that country’s version of the metaverse. It is already a major concern in the Western versions of the metaverse, as was demonstrated by Hermès’ victory against NFT artist Mason Rothschild in the MetaBirkins case.163 In the Western world, it appears that IP rights in the metaverse still matter.
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